The Final Battle
By Jerimiah Chalk and Aiden Williamson
Characters:
Darkness
Waves
Boulder
Lightning
Lava
Green
Golden Master
Ice
Scene 1
(Shop with ninja weapons. At rise, DARKNESS runs out of the shop with
something)
DARKNESS: Come and catch me!
NINJAS: What did you take?
DARKNESS: I took one of your ninjas!
WAVES: Help me! Help me!
LAVA: Darkness is stealing Waves like he stole Ice two weeks ago!
DARKNESS: Shut it Waves I'm going to my fort. (DARKNESS and WAVES
exit)
NINJAS: Hey come back!
BOULDER: Let's go get him!
Scene 2
(Outside in the dark. At rise, LIGHTNING, BOULDER, LAVA, GREEN, are
walking)
LAVA: Are we there yet?

GREEN: I don't know where the fort is.
LAVA: But I thought we were following you?
GREEN: No, I was following Boulder.
(GOLDEN MASTER comes out of the foggy forest)
LIGHTING: Hey Golden Master, how are you doing? I have not seen you
for a long time.
GOLDEN MASTER: Yeah, it has been a long time.
GREEN: WE are missing Waves. Darkness took her.
GOLDEN MASTER: I know where the fort of darkness is. Follow me. It is
going to take a few hours.
BOULDER: Aw, no. I'm going to be tired.
Scene 3
(Later. In the well)
LIGHTING: I nsee a well.
GREEN: Let's see what's in the well.
LIGHTNING: There's a code on the well. We can't get in without the
code.
BOULDER: I can break the code.
GREEN: That is not the right code.
BOULDER: What is that green thing?
LAVA: I know. What? It is acid!
LIGHTNING: That is hot.
LAVA: Let me try.
BOULDER: It broke.
GREEN: Yes.

LIGHTING: Let's go in, I'm going first.
BOULDER: No, I want to go first.
GOLDEN MASTER: Let's go in order.
(The NINJAS went into the secret portal to DARKNESS' fort)
GREEN: Wow I didn't know that was a portal.
BOULDER: Me either.
LIGHTNING: Where does the portal lead us, Golden Master?
GOLDEN MASTER: It leads us to the darkness fort.
LAVA: Is this a temple?
GREEN: That is the mask of revenge and the time claw.
(They grab the Mask of Revenge and the Time Claw)
LAVA: Woah I had a vision that Wave is in a cage.
GREEN: What does the cage look like?
LAVA: It is gray and the cage is hanging from a lava pit.
GREEN: We have to save Waves from the lava!
Scene 4:
(DARKNESS' training room. The NINJAS go through obstacles)
GOLDEN MASTER: This will be easy. Duck, kick, jump jump!
(They see the army of darkness minions)
LAVA: What! That is a lot of minions.
GREEN: That is a lot.
BOULDER: I see Ice! He is with Waves!
GOLDEN MASTER: Let's go get Waves and Ice.

Scene 5
(The NINJAS fight the army. A dragon comes out of a portal and GOLDEN
MASTER jumps on the dragon)
GOLDEN MASTER: Woohoo this is fun! (The dragon busts WAVES and
ICE. ICE has an HOV)
LAVA: Ice what the heck dude that thing is too dangerous for our sakes.
ICE: Please can I keep him? It's my new invention.
WAVES: It is my decision to leave.
GREEN: Let's go home.
(A portal to home appears)
GREEN: Let's have a party.
(DARKNESS gathers a large army in the distance)
END

